
Answer to James Sample’s slander 5th Juni 2020: 

James Samples at hötorget.com – Make believe: 

 

 

Part 1. written Friday 5th June 2020 - at about 15 o clock  

 

James Samples on hötorget hosting - Make believe  

The impostor  

flashed a line of 'wealthy assets'  

in front of my eyes  

 

that I of course wasn't supposed to ask about  

 

'golden promises charm'  

his half lies I saw through  

the faked 'I love you'  

 

I really admired his wit  

but - as his promises was to be 'fulfilled'  

didn't fit.  

 

There came the hit, on my social reputation  

and the 'sensation'  

about the disgusting 'thanks' he gave.  

 

 

I had told him  

'one more time, me on an impostor goes down,  

that could ruin my life'  

 

the bastard didn't care  

there was something in the air  

of 'always evading'  

to get caught red handed.  

 

And that wasn't all  

he persecuted me -  

so I would fall  

 

may Allah not let him succeed  

I didn't know  

actually  

a person could be so nice  



and still be a deadly peril...  
 

 

The impostor is working in blackmail fashion 

Peeking into many different situations 

And in secret gather information. 

When he knows he’s got that card to push his yet unaware victim 

Into desperation 

He simply leaves it there 

Coming up with some phony explanation 

 

The victim feeling that sting of irritation  

Is slowly pushed further and further towards the ledge. 

 

When he blows his top 

The assault comes as a shock 

Unless at that point 

He’s done everything right 

All to Allah’s might. 

 

That devil will focus on an overproportioned fault 

And self-righteously claim ‘it’s all your fault’ 

That lie is (one of) the worst hurts. 

 

Part 3. Written 08:30 10 June 2020 

 

He’s a traitor on all levels – 

Materia he craves, and is prepared to destroy your friends and lovers 

By giving “what you really think about them”  

Some words you’ve thrown out in desperation previously. 

He’s a traitor to Allah and enlightenment 

As Periander suddenly turning 

In pretence the whole thing was a joke, 

Murdering the new-born baby 

With his own hands. 

 

He’s foremost using some myth, of his skills in saving people from accidents.  

Everybody is supposed to admire his past background, 

When suddenly the interrogation bulb, is flashed in your face 

And smite gets your good name 

And that devil has no shame,  

At all levels of reality comes the assault 

 



The traitor being worst than Judas, who out of envy betrayed the Master, 

But only by leading the enemy to the physical site 

Judas hanged himself later, 

But this devil will never have even that much sense. 

 

 
 

Picture taken by MBM on this occasion; below; The picture he’s taking:



 
 

https://www.hotorget.com/help-marcus-beijar-mellin/ 

 

James Ira Samples, of Paducah, Kentucky, U.S.A. age 48 got paid from MBM to host 

MBM’s websites; MBM had pity on him in February 2020 when MBM met him, poor, 

https://www.hotorget.com/help-marcus-beijar-mellin/


homeless and aspiring at reclaiming his judicial rights in his native area, and MBM 

therefore gave him shelter and economical support. 

The true story of this can be read in MBMs new novel ‘Haqq i häl på Jahbulons 

emissarier’ which can be found on this webpage under ‘Verk/Böcker’. 

The reason why the slander is on the top-results as one searches on MBM’s name – is 

because – all these websites, including the one you at this very point is viewing – was 

linked to that slander 

https://www.hotorget.com/help-marcus-beijar-mellin/ 

for several months, after 5th June 2020. This could be done because of an arbitrary 

procedure that James Ira Samples took against MBM, similar to when Jacob Schiff, with 

the money he had been given by Nikolaj II, the last Tsar of Russia, to make Jacob Schiff 

stop his’ financing of the war between Japan and Russia in the beginning of the 20th 

century, with those very same money financed the October Revolution, that made an 

end to Russia. 

On this picture you can see the address to James Ira Samples: 

 
 

There is a concern for MBM that – during the time James Ira Samples was under his 

shelter and support – he fooled other people out of their money – MBM can just say 

that he has sympathy for them, and – that the only way he can think of for them getting 

back their dough is to get themselves to this address; where James Ira Samples, at least 

as he claimed for MBM, has stashes now unguarded tools for housebuilding and 

electrical work – worth in his own words 1 million U.S. dollars. 

One hallmark of the impostor of James Ira Samples was him imitating a woman by 

taking fees and salary without an outright agreement. 

Allah says in the Qur’an that we are allowed to use the same weapon an enemy uses 

against us against the enemy himself, so – there is permissibility for any one James Ira 

Samples has befooled – to make an arbitrary procedure against him, and take back 

https://www.hotorget.com/help-marcus-beijar-mellin/


money by “stealing” those tools. 

 

 
 

Look at this picture, look at the moustache, and see this picture MBM took, on the 

probably very same man: 

  
 



We are having demands on James Ira Samples: 

he is to return drugfreeme.fit to the owner MBM. 

He is to pay re-compensation for having destroyed the websites drugfreeme.fit, 

virusb23.com, svanhilde.se, and marcusbeijarmellin.com prior to 5th June 2020. 

He is to pay about 6000 swedish kronor as re-compensation for stealing 2 expensive 

jackets, one from the Finnish winter war, and the other an expensive hand made Italian 

suede jacket. 

He is to pay about 10 000 Swedish kronor for having stolen a Fender 12 stringed guitar 

with hardcase and microphone. 

He is to pay about 15000 kronor, for having destroyed the locks on MBM’s apartment. 

He is to pay about 1500 kronor, for having stolen a hammer, a multi tool and a pink 

towel plus some other things.  

 

This means basically about 40 000 Swedish Kronor all in all. 

 

Marcus Beijar Mellin 3 Juli 2021 
 


